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A Feedback Study on the Student Preference in
Edusat to Design Effective ICT-enabled Interventions
EduSat is being used by IGNOU to teach its learners at a
distance. To understand its effectiveness on the learners, a
feedback was conducted on the students of all disciplines who had
assembled on the day of the Convocation of IGNOU. The
objectives of this quick study were i) to study the learner
preferences in the Edusat teleconferencing, and ii) to obtain
immediate feedback which would aid in planning ICT-enabled
EduSat intervention. More...
Impact of iPads on Distance Education
The advent of iPad, Kindle, similar eReaders, touchscreen and
tablet-shaped devices has given tremendous impetus to the
computing technology making it more portable.These new devices
are set to revolutionize both the teaching and learning activities.
They are capable of providing instructional support to teachers at
their finger tips. Ipads enable the teachers and learners to stay
connected. These devices provide opportunity for innovative
instruction far surpassing the laptops and mobiles. iPads thus seem
set to transform the way technology is used in instruction. More...

Welcome to the latest issue
of ennovate - the NCIDE
eNewsletter. This issue
contains an article on a
feedback study on the
student preference in
Edusat to design effective
ICT-enabled
interventions. The article
on the impact of iPads on
distance
education highlights how
these devices provide
tremendous oppurtunity for
innovative instruction. It also
reflects seem set to
transform the way
technology is used in
instruction. This issue also
list some of the events held
at NCIDE.
Notable Quotable:
Limitations live only in our minds.
But if we use our imaginations, our
possibilities become limitless.

News & Events:

Jamie Paolinetti

The university has signed a Memorandum of Collaboration (MoC)
with the former captain of Indian Cricket Team, Mr. Krish
Srikkanth’s Sun On Line India Pvt. Ltd (SOLIPL).The MoC will lead
to
launch
of
an
electronic
career guidance
portal
www.CareerStrokes.com paving the way for the students of IGNOU
to empower and equip themselves with the career-enhancement
modules offered by the portal. More...

We at NCIDE highly value your
comments and feedback on the
Newsletter and the articles, and
look forward to receiving your
suggestions. We also welcome
your contributions for the future
issues. Please send us your mails
at: ncide@ignou.ac.in
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